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BASIC ACCOUNTING TERMS(CONTD)- 

PROFIT-The income earned by the business from its operating activities is referred as profit. 
                It is the excess of revenue of the business over its cost. 
               It can take the following two forms: 
               (i)Gross Profit-It is the excess of revenues over direct cost of the product/service. 
              (ii)Net Profit-It is the excess of revenues over direct as well as indirect costs of a product 
/service              

GAIN-It is a profit of irregular or non-recurring nature. 
           It is a profit that arises from events or transactions which are incidental to business such as  
          sale of fixed assets ,winning a court case, etc. 

INCOME-The  profitearned during an accounting period is referred to as income.    
                  It is referred  the difference between revenue and expense. 

LOSS-The excess of expenses of a period over its related revenues is termed as loss. 

DISCOUNT-It is a type of reduction in the selling price of the goods. 
                      Discount is generally of two types: 
                      (i)Trade Discount-When the discount is allowed by a seller to its customers at a fixed  
percentage on the list price of the goods on account of trade practices then it is called  
Trade   Discount. 
                       (ii)Cash Discount-When discount is allowed to customers  for making prompt     
payment, it is called cash discount. 

TRADE RECEIVABLES-The term ‘trade receivables” includes the outstanding amount due from  
                                      the goods  sold and services rendered on credit. 
                                      It includes debtors and bills receivable. 
Debtors-These are persons and/or other entities who owe to the business an  
amount forbuying goods and services on credit. 
Bills Receivables-It is a legal document received from a debtor in which he  
agrees  to pay the amount due on a specified future date. 

TRADE PAYABLES-The term ‘trade payables ‘is the amount payable against goods purchased   
and services  availed on credit in the normal course of business. 
                                   It includes creditors and bills payables. 
                                   (i)Creditors-These are the persons and/or other entities who have to be paid by           
the  business an amount for providing goods and services on credit. 
                                    (ii)Bills PAYABLES-It is a legal document given by the firm to a creditor in  
which the firm agrees to pay the amount due on a specified future date. 
 

VOUCHERs- Vouchers are documents evidencing a business transaction. 
                A voucher details the accounts that are debited and credited. It is prepared on the basis  
               of source documents such as cash memo, invoice or bill, receipt, etc.  

OPERATING ACTIVITY- It  refers to the normal business activity of the firm. 
                                        For a footwear shop, sale of footwear is operating activity. 

OPERATING CYCLE-  Operating cycle is the time calculated from the point when raw material is       
                                          Purchased ,converted into finished goods ,sold and cash is realized from the    



customer. 

BAD DEBT- A debt that cannot be recovered. 

GOODWILL-Goodwill in accounting is an intangible asset that arises when a buyer acquires an   
existing business. 

OWNER’S EQUITY-Owner’s Equity is defined as the proportion of the total value of a company’s 
assets that can be claimed by it’s owners. 

OBJECTIVES OF ACCOUNTING-  
(i) To maintain systematic and complete record of business transaction in the 

books of accounts. 
(ii) To ascertain the financial position of the business. 
(iii) To ascertain the profit earned or loss incurred during a particular 

accounting period. 
(iv) To provide useful information to various interested parties. 

 

 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF ACCOUNTING 
-The history of accounting is as old as the civilization. 
         -The tracers were found in Babylonia ,Egypt and Greece. 
         -In INDIA ,accounting practices originated three centuries ago. 
         -It was when Kautilya ,a minister in Chandragupta’s kingdom wrote a book named   
Arthshaastra.  
        -This book described how accounting records had to be maintained. 
        -LUCA PACIOLI ,an Italian author is considered as the father of modern accounting 
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